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Abstract—The analysis of large amounts of data becomes
an ever more important issue in science and business. Users,
typcially domain experts, are faced with a huge challenge and
require support. In this paper we look how data analysis can be
intelligently supported and how soft computing methods can help.
As examples, we look at some visualization concepts, approximate
matching in frequent pattern mining as a technical example, and
some industrial applications concerned with complex analytical
scenarios and aspects of automating analytics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Technological advances in computing, data storage, networks and sensors have dramatically increased our ability to
access, store and process huge amounts of data. In scientific
research and ever increasing in business applications we see
ourselves confronted with the need to extract relevant information from huge amounts of data and heterogeneous data
sources, like sensors, databases, text archives, images, audio
and video streams etc.
Semi-automated analytics supported by interactive visual
methods play an important role in facilitating real-time decision making by human users. In this paper we analyze the
role soft computing in general and fuzzy systems in particular
play in this area.
Computer-supported visual analytics pose several challenges
to software design and human-computer interaction. In fact,
this is a new research area that already has resulted in the
creation of several new research groups at prime institutions
worldwide. A major prerequisite for visual analytics is information integration and fusion. Complex scenarios have to integrate several heterogeneous information sources. Dedicated
analysis tools have to condense and summarize the information
to reach an abstraction level adequate for the decision support.
Extracted information has to be presented in an intuitive way
allowing direct manipulation and switching between different
levels of abstraction.
Moreover, in any reasonably complex analytical scenario
context can change at any time. Changes can occur on the
level of data sources, user intentions, the overall objective of
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the analysis or the representation and visualization of results
including output devices. This means the whole analytical
process has to be adaptive to cope with such possibly unforeseen changes. Given this level of complexity and the fact
that human users are typically not experts in analytics a certain
level of automation is required.
In the following we look at some challenges in analytics
and how soft computing can contribute. We start at looking
at selected aspects of visualisation. Then we show how fuzzy
approaches can enhance an established analytical methodology
that plays an ever increasing role in applications — frequent
pattern mining. Finally, we look at a selection of industrial
applications and list some trends and opportunities for fuzzy
methods in analytical applications.
II. V ISUALIZATION
In this section we look at two visualization techniques.
Concept maps provide an intuitive overview on the prevalence
of and associations between concepts extracted from, for
example, document collections. The second technique is used
to support the visual identification of conspicious data subsets
given a Bayesian Network.
A. Concept Maps
A concept map represents the associations between concepts
by arranging them in a graphical representation such that
closeness reflects strengths of associations. This approach
is useful to visualize the content of document collections,
for example. Important business applications are the analysis
of customer communications (user fora, e-mails, call center
dialogs etc) or news items, for example.
As an illustrative example we analyze the way in which the
Fuzzy Systems (FS) field is divided into several subfields. The
visualizations provide insight into the characteristics of each
subfield and their relations. By comparing two visualizations,
one based on data from 2006 and one based on present data
from 2007, we examine how the FS field has evolved in the
last year. The data we use consist of the abstracts of the papers
presented or accepted at the IEEE International Conference on
Fuzzy Systems (FUZZ-IEEE) in 2006 and 2007. Using a fully
automatic procedure, concept maps are constructed from the
data. These maps visualize the associations between the main
concepts in the FS field. Our analysis of the structure and the
evolution of the FS field is largely based on the constructed
concept maps.
We used the following procedure to construct concept maps
of the FS field. First, for each of the abstracts of the papers
presented at the FUZZ-IEEE 2006 and the FUZZ-IEEE 2007,

Fig. 1.

Concept density map of the fuzzy systems research field in 2006.

the concepts occurring in the abstract were identified. This
was done using a simple thesaurus of the FS field that we
had constructed ourselves (for more details, see [11]). In the
next step, co-occurrences of concepts were counted. Based on
concepts’ co-occurrence frequencies, the associations between
pairs of concepts were calculated. The association between
two concepts was quantified using a measure called association
strength. The construction of concept maps was accomplished
using a new method called VOS (visualization of similarities
[12]), that provides a two-dimensional space in which the
concepts are located in such a way that the distance between
any pair of concepts reflects their association strength as
accurately as possible.
To display a concept map, we use so-called concept density
maps where colors are used to indicate the density of concepts.
Dark blue indicates the lowest density and dark red indicates
the highest density. Concept density maps are especially useful
to get a quick overview of the various clusters of concepts
within a concept map. The approach that we took to calculate
concept densities is discussed in [13].
The concept density maps for 2006 and 2007 can be seen in
Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. The map for 2006 contains
207 concepts while the map for 2007 contains 273 concepts.
It can be seen that the concepts in the fuzzy systems field are
grouped into a number of clusters in the map for 2006 and
the map for 2007. In both maps, two clusters of concepts that
received quite a lot of attention correspond to two important
topics in the fuzzy systems field, namely fuzzy control and
fuzzy clustering and classification. Examples of other clusters
of concepts that can be found in the maps correspond to
the topics of fuzzy sets and fuzzy information processing. By

Fig. 2.

Concept density map of the fuzzy systems research field in 2007.

comparing both maps, it turns out that the structure of the
fuzzy systems field has been fairly stable during the last two
years. However, it seems that the focus has shifted from the
topic of fuzzy control in 2006 to the topic of fuzzy clustering
and classification in 2007. This shift in focus is supported by
the fact that approximately 80 out of the 250 reviewers of the
FUZZ-IEEE 2007 have listed the topic “Fuzzy data analysis—
clustering, classifiers, pattern recognition, bio-informatics” as
an area of expertise. The next most popular topics are only
listed by approximately 40 reviewers. So, there is evidence to
suggest it is the most active subarea of the fuzzy systems field
at the moment.
B. Visualising Bayesian Networks
Bayesian networks have proven to be a well-suited technique [5], [22], [43], [44], [51] for sophisticated data analysis.
The graphical structure of a Bayesian network encodes the
structure of a set of conditional probability distributions.
To provide the user with an intuitive visualization method,
the probabilistic structure can be interpreted as a collection
of association rules [2] for which we present an intuitive
visualization method (for details, see [49], [50]).
Consider that we are dealing with the task of data analysis
in a business intelligence workflow. The aim is to infer concept
descriptions that help a domain expert identifying suspicious
subsets in the modelled data. Considering the setting of some
automobile manufacturer, the domain expert could be given a
network structure as shown in Figure 3. This network provides
a first insight into the corresponding application domain. For
example, one can infer that temperature and the road surface
conditions have some (at least statistical) impact on the type
of failure.

Fig. 3. A simplified Bayesian network as it may result from the analysis of
data collected by an automobile manufacturer.

Unfortunately, there is no pictorial information available
which road conditions have what kind of impact on which type
of failure. However, this information can be easily retrieved in
form of conditional probabilities from the underlying data set,
given the network structure. This becomes clear if the sentence
above is rephrased: “Given a specific road surface condition,
what is the failure probability of a randomly selected vehicle?”
The answer to such a question can be given as an association
rule. Its antecedent attributes induce a partition of the entire
data set into subsets of items sharing the same values for the
antecedent attributes. Each of these item sets is then again
subdivided according to the different class attribute values.
The resulting item sets (each representing an association rule)
can be plotted in a chart as follows: (1) represent each item
set as a circle, the size being proportional to the number of its
items. (2) calculate appropriate x- and y-coordinates as values
of association rule evaluation measures chosen in advance.
(3) colorize the circles with a distinct color for each class
attribute value.
If we choose recall and lift [55] as rule evaluation measures
for the x- and y-axis, respectively, then the result could
be a chart as shown in Figure 4. A user would use the
following heuristics to interpret this chart: “Large circles in
the upper right-hand side corner are good candidates for a
closer inspection.”
The data set under consideration for Figure 4 contained
approximately 300,000 cars that exposed a many-valued class
variable, hence the different colors and shades of the circles in
Figure 4. Although there was no explanation for the sets 2, the
subset 1 represented roughly 900 cars with increased failure
rates which could be explained by the respective values of the
attributes Mileage and RoadSurface and therefore helped to
assess the problem.
III. A PPROXIMATE M ATCHING IN F REQUENT PATTERN
M INING
Frequent pattern mining consists in finding all patterns of
a given type (most common are sets, sequences, trees and
graphs) that have a user-specified minimum support in a
(structured) data set. For example, in classical frequent item
set mining, which was originally developed for market basket
analysis, one tries to find all sets of items (e.g. products,
service options, special equipment items) that appear in a

Fig. 4. Although it was not possible to find a reasonable description of the
vehicles contained in subsets 2, the attribute values specifying subset 1 were
identified to have a causal impact on the class variable.

given minimum number of transactions. In frequent subgraph
mining—which has applications in biochemistry, web mining,
and program flow analysis—a database of (attributed) graphs
(e.g. a set of molecules or data flow graphs of procedures)
is given and one tries to find all subgraphs that occur in a
user-specified minimum number of these graphs.
Due to the rapid development of frequent pattern mining,
the basic, mathematical problem can be considered solved. For
all standard types of problems efficient algorithms have been
proposed and implemented. An overview for frequent item
set mining can be found in [20], where implementations of
improved and extended versions of the best known algorithms
Apriori [3], Eclat [56], FP-growth [21], but also several other
approaches where compared against each other. For the most
general task of frequent graph mining, efficient algorithms
have been developed by transferring the core ideas to graph
structures. Examples of such algorithms include MolFea [27],
FSG [28], MoFa [6], gSpan [53], CloseGraph [54], FFSM [24],
and Gaston [41]. The core ingredient of these methods is a
canonical form of a graph, which is used to avoid redundant
search (see [7] for the basic idea and a unified view).
However, that the mathematical problem can be considered
solved and that there are efficient implementations does not
mean that there is no work left to be done. The problem
is that in applications special objectives and domain-specific
background knowledge have to be taken into account to make
the search efficient and the output meaningful.
A. Approximate Matching
One of the issues arising in applications is that the mathematical problem is based on exact matching. That is, the
frequent pattern has to appear exactly in the elements of the
database (transactions, sequences, graphs). However, for many
applications this is too strict a requirement. For example,
frequent item set mining can be used to find patterns in
alarm sequences in telecommunication networks [30] using
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Institute’s Cancer data set, is shown in Figure 7: the fragment
shown on the left matches both structures on the right.
B. Incorporating Background Knowledge

a time windowing technique, by which the continuous alarm
sequence is split into pseudo-transactions. Unfortunately, such
alarms often get delayed, lost, or repeated due to noise, transmission errors, failing links etc. If alarms do not get through
or are delayed, they can be missing from the transaction (time
window) its associated items (alarms) occur in. If one uses
exact matching in this case, the support of some item sets,
which could be frequent if the items did not get lost, may
be smaller than the user-specified minimum. This leads to
a possible loss of potentially interesting frequent item sets.
Therefore specific algorithms that can find approximate, faulttolerant, “fuzzy” item sets are needed. Examples of such
algorithms include [10], [45], and [52], which already provide
first feasible solutions, but more research is needed to improve
their efficiency and practical usefulness.
Another example is molecular fragment mining, where a
database of chemical compounds (represented as attributed
graphs) is mined for frequent or (if activity information is
present) discriminative fragments, which can give hints about
potential pharmacophores. Here exact matching is not always
appropriate, because what a (bio)chemist is mainly interested
in is the chemical behavior of a compound, not necessarily its
exact composition, as slightly different structures can behave
in a very similar way. For example, a benzene ring with only
carbon atoms and a ring in which one carbon is been replaced
by nitrogen often exhibit (almost) the same properties. Hence
it is desirable to be able to mine fragments with “wildcard”
atoms [23]. Examples are the two molecular fragments shown
in Figures 5 and 6 (the letter A denotes the wildcard atom)
that can be found in the National Cancer Institute’s HIV
antiviral screening data set (NCI HIV data set, CA: confirmed
active, CI/CM: only moderately active or inactive). Especially
the second fragment demonstrates the advantages of such an
approach: the fragment in which A is a sulphur atom would
never be found without wildcard matching, since its support as
an exact pattern is too low. However, it may be just this variant
that possesses the best properties for drug development.
Another example of approximate matching are chains of
carbon atoms. Often a chemist is only interested in the
presence of a carbon chain, but not its exact length, since
a chain, regardless of its length, allows for a rotation of the
molecular parts that are connected by the chain. An example
fragment from [35], which can be found in the National Cancer

Another problem in frequent pattern mining is the size of
the output. For low minimum support values the number of
found frequent patterns often enough exceeds the number of
elements in the database to analyse. In order to tackle this
problem, it can be useful to restrict the output to patterns with
certain meaningful properties, thus filtering out uninteresting
patterns. For example, if the application area is molecular
fragment mining, then treating rings (e.g. benzene rings) as
units—that is, requiring that a ring is either present as a whole
or not at all—not only reduces the size of the output, but also
improves its interpretability and speeds up the mining process
considerably [8], [23]. The loss, if there is any, is negligible,
since chemists usually see rings as chemical units and thus are
often not interested in fragments containing only a few bonds
of a ring (of which it may not even be clear whether they are
always part of a ring or in some molecules part of a branch).
In the same way, chemical background knowledge is needed
in order to use the technique of wildcard atoms (see above)
effectively. Different elements do not always behave in a similar way. Therefore one needs chemical background knowledge
what elements in what contexts (e.g. in rings, when certain
neighbors are present/absent) can be considered similar. This
background knowledge then has to be used in the search to
make it efficient and its output meaningful for a user.
Generally, filtering out the uninteresting patterns in order to
relieve a user from scanning a large number of potentially interesting patterns manually is one of the greatest challenges of
frequent pattern mining. Such filtering can hardly be achieved
by relying on domain-independent measures (like statistical
indicators), because, as is well known, not everything that
is statistically significant is interesting or even relevant. For
example, mining hospital data will reveal that 100% of all
pregnant patients are female and 0% male—a statistically
extremely significant, but entirely obvious and thus irrelevant
result.
IV. I NDUSTRIAL A PPLICATIONS
The success of fuzzy systems in industrial applications is
mainly due to fuzzy control applications. After early success
stories like the Danish cement kiln (1982) and the Sendai
Subway (1986) we have grown used to fuzzy features in
appliances and consumer electronics like washing machines
and digital cameras, for instance.

The application of fuzzy systems in data analysis is frequently reported in research papers, however, fuzzy technology
is noticeably absent from the portfolio of all large data mining
software vendors. In [40] Nauck argues that this is due to
a lack of research software that can function as a reference
implementation.
Instead of fuzzy systems, data mining software has focussed
on neural networks and decision trees — two methods that
are pervasive in modern data analysis suites provided by big
names like, for example, SAS, IBM or SPSS. Oracle Data
Mining provides support vector machines instead considering
them to be a superset of neural networks [42]. Neural networks
also enjoyed success in large scale applications like the credit
card fraud detection system Falcon [14].
Bayesian networks (probabilistic graphical models) have
been around for a long time in form of general purpose development environments like Hugin or Netica. Recently interest
in Bayesian networks has grown in the area of operational risk
management [47] leading even to the appearance of specialized
companies [1]. BT reports an application of automatically
generated Bayesian Networks for the analyis of customer
surveys [15], [39]. Volkswagen is using a related graphical
model (Markov networks) for item planning [17].
When we look at reported industrial analytical applications
we see that rule-learners based on machine learning or AI
approaches (e.g. decision trees), neural networks and Bayesian
networks are well established in in that space because vendors of industry-standard software platforms have decided to
include them into their portfolios. The question now is: where
is the niche for fuzzy systems?
In the following we look at a few examples where fuzzy
systems and some other soft-computing related methods were
used in a data analysis context and then summarize the trends
and possibilities arising from these approaches. We begin with
a short description of the graphical model for item planning
used a Volkswagen. This is a very complex application and
illustrates the need for more sophisticated methods than simply
relating some inputs directly to some outputs as we see in
most fuzzy data analysis scenarios, like, fuzzy classifiers,
for example. After that we look a explanation generation,
the automation of data analysis and pro-active knowledge
discovery.
A. Graphical Model for Industrial Planning
Complex products like automobiles are usually assembled
from a number of prefabricated modules and parts. Many of
these components are produced in specialized facilities not
necessarily located at the final assembly site. An on-time
delivery failure of only one of these components can severely
lower production efficiency. In order to efficiently plan the
logistical processes, it is essential to give acceptable parts
demand estimations at an early stage of planning.
At the Volkswagen Group an item planning system is
used to support parts demand planning and calculation as
well as capacity management across all vehicle trademarks.
Since the parts from which a car is assembled can only be

combined w.r.t. numerous technical and marketing constraints,
it is crucial to assess these constraints when new evidence
(such as a shortage of a component or an increased number
of orders of a specific type of car) arises.
The implementation is based on graphical models ( [5],
[29], [46]) — more specifically on Markov Networks — that
decompose the enormous entirety of possible car configurations into subspaces that can be tackled more efficiently. The
decomposition is driven by the exploitation of independence
constraints which are extracted from an underlying relation
that is defined by a rule base representing the expert knowledge
of the vehicle production from different points of view: There
may be technical constraints stating for example, which transmission types can be combined with which engine models.
Even though some car configurations are technically possible,
the sales and marketing department may want to exclude
them due to the lack of an appropriate customer target group.
Therefore, these rules not only prune the entire number of car
combinations but also impress an structure on the remaining
“allowed” combinations that is exploited when inducing the
graphical decomposition model.
Since the main planning task consists in integrating new or
modified knowledge, one can distinguish the following tasks
w.r.t. the affected model component.
1) Qualitative Model Change: The above-mentioned qualitative component of the model is derived from the given rule
base. Thus, a modification of the rules call for an update of
the underlying decomposition structure [17]. Update operations allow experts to refine rules to better fit the technical
constraints or extend the number of configurations when new
parts become available. From the marketing point of view, it
is possible to react on market changes if, for example, one
offers the customer a wider variety of customization options
to choose from.
2) Quantitative Model Change: A quantitative model
change refers to a reassessment of the numerical parameters [18], i.e. the relative frequencies of car combinations. It
is a necessary consequent of a qualitative model change, since
the newly introduced configurations require proper initial probabilities. The main task, however, is to revise the numerical
parameters in order to adapt the model to new technical or
marketing-related requirements. When a shortage of one or
more parts occurs, the revision process serves as a method
of answering the question, what impact there will be on the
production pipeline. Another scenario would be an increased
ordering of a special car trademark. To be able to deliver the
requested number of cars, it is crucial to know which subparts
of the production line have to adapt to the raised demand.
While the revision process takes as input entire user-modified
marginal distributions one can consider a specialization of this
process: initializing one or more attributes with a fixed value
(i.e., changing the respective distributions to deterministic ones
that assign the entire probability mass to a single value).
This method is called focusing and coincides with the wellknown concept of evidence propagation ( [9], [25]). It is used
to evaluate fictive settings and answer what-if-questions to

experts of both technical and marketing domains.
The described system was launched back in 2001 by the
Corporate IT, Sales and Logistics departments of the Volkswagen Group and is rolled out to all trademarks since 2004.
While the system design is maintained by Volkswagen itself,
the entire model change and prediction engine is developed
solely by ISC Gebhardt [19]. The chosen model representation
by Markov networks, the reduction of calculation time and the
corresponding update and revision operations turned out to be
essential prerequisites for advanced parts demand planning in
the presence of huge numbers of possible configurations under
numerous technical constraints.
B. Explanation Generation
In [36] Nauck describes Intelligent Travel Estimation and
Management System ITEMS, a web-based software system
that predicts, manages, visualizes and explains travel patterns
of a mobile workforce. ITEMS is a tool for service industries
like telecommunications, gas, water, electricity etc. that have
to schedule jobs for large mobile workforces. Successful
scheduling requires suitable estimates of inter-job times that
are mainly determined by travel time for which routing information is typically not available. ITEMS has been developed
and used by BT to estimate travel times of its engineers.
ITEMS has a learning component that constantly builds new
(crisp) regression models for travel time prediction.
In addition ITEMS contains an explanation facility based
on decision trees and neuro-fuzzy systems (NEFCLASS [37])
that display rule-based information about individual journeys.
The rules derived from travel data explain, for example, why
a certain journey may have been late. The information of
those rules can be used by managers to improve the overall
system behavior. For example, if an automatically generated
rule would reveal that travel between two specific areas takes
usually longer than predicted at a certain time of day the
scheduler can be advised to avoid scheduling journeys between
those two areas at that time of day.
The purpose of the explanatory rules is to provide resource
managers with a tool to investigate workforce travel patterns.
The rules provide a summary of the actual data and highlight
influential variables. In order to be useful the rules must be
simple and sparse. It must also be possible to create the rule
base on the fly in a very short time. The user would select a
specific set of journeys for which he requires explanations. The
system must then create the rules completely automatically
without user interaction.
The user can decide if he prefers crisp rules from a decision
tree or fuzzy rules generated by NEFCLASS. In [36] an
interpretability index is introduced and it is shown that the
fuzzy rules typically score higher on this index and should
therefore be easier to interpret. Incidentally, the accuracy of
the fuzzy rules are also slightly higher than the decision tree.
Furthermore, it was important for this application to be able
to use numerical and symbolic variables in the same rule.

C. Automation of Data Analysis
Analysts in businesses are typically domain experts and
rarely highly trained data analysis experts. Such business users
have difficulties using specialized data mining software that is
typically aimed at specialists. For this reason BT’s research
organization ran a project on the automation of data analysis
in order to find ways of empowering business users who
have to analyse data. The result of this research program
is the SPIDA platform (Soft Computing Tool for Intelligent
Data Analysis) [38], [48]. SPIDA makes state-of-the-art data
analysis techniques available to non-experts by employing a
wizard that selects appropriate data analysis methods given
soft high-level requirements. The wizard also configures and
runs the chosen methods automatically.
SPIDA uses soft constraints for the selection of an appropriate data analysis method. These constraints represent the
user’s requirements regarding the analysis problem in terms
of the actual problem (like prediction, clustering or finding
dependencies) and preferences regarding the solution.
Requirements can potentially be defined at any level of
abstraction. The wizard uses expert knowledge in terms of
a fuzzy rule base to map high-level requirements onto required properties of data analysis methods which will then
be matched to actual properties of analysis methods. In order
to compute the degree of match a new measure for the
compatibility of fuzzy requirements with fuzzy properties was
introduced [48] that can also be applied to other problems in
the area of multi-criteria decision making.
Although SPIDA offers fuzzy methods for data analysis
(in addition to neural networks, decision trees, support vector
machines etc.) the main use of fuzzy technology appears
behind the scenes to control and automate the data analysis
process. The main advantage of using fuzzy methods in this
context is the ease of implementation and the advantage of
using soft constraints which appear less complex to users.
Another example for an automated analytical application
based on soft computing has also been developed at BT [15],
[39]. The software iCSat is used by BT to analyse customer
survey data and to identify drivers of customer satisfaction.
iCSat automatically learns the structure and probabilities of a
Bayesian network from data and represents it as a series of
simple bar charts the user can manipulate.
The business analysts using iCSat are used to working with
visualizations like bar charts to represent distributions of key
variables. iCSat allows users to modify bar charts by simple
mouse operations to specify inputs to a Bayesian network. In
contrast to standard Bayesian tools the user can also enter
soft evidence instead of simply selecting only one value for a
variable. The result of the propagation process is visualized in
a second set of bar charts with two sets of bars in each chart.
This allows the user to instantly compare the distributions in
the data against predictions by the Bayesian network given the
inputs the user has provided.
The fact that the software uses Bayesian networks is completely hidden from the user. The graphical representation of
a network is deliberately not shown. Because networks are

generated automatically from data the directions of edges in
the networks are determined by heuristics. Users would be
prone to misinterpret the directions of edges in the network
and confuse probabilistic correlations with causal influences.

context by applying them as an enabling technology behind
the scenes of analytical applications.

D. Pro-active Knowledge Discovery

Soft computing methods in data analysis have very much
focused on structured data and have competed with statistical and AI (machine learning) approaches. Especially fuzzy
approaches for data analysis are typically compared against
“classical” solutions, claim a more or less minute performance
improvement and further claim advantages in terms of being
interpretable in form of intuitive fuzzy rules. However, from
our experience in various industrial applications we learned
that business users are typically not interested in interpretability aspects or derived fuzzy rules. Aspects of accuracy, speed,
maintainability, and especially integration into operational
systems are much more important.
Emphasising the intuitiveness and interpretability of fuzzy
rule-based data analysis approaches is relevant to some extent
for convincing experienced analysts who may gain some
convenience compared to using other approaches. This aspect
of fuzzy data analysis is very similar to the advantages of fuzzy
control, which mainly appeals to control engineers (and not
to end users), because of the opportunity of quickly, cheaply
and intuitively designing a control application.
In order to make an impact on industrial data analysis soft
computing and fuzzy methods in particular should focus on
areas where they can play out their strengths. In the remainder
of this section we will briefly look at some areas where we
think fuzzy methods can make an impact.
Cluster Analysis: In cluster analysis fuzzy methods have
an actual analytical advantage in delaying the assignment of
an element to a cluster from the time of cluster formation
until the time of decision making. Fuzzy cluster analysis
therefore will continue to play an important role in analysing
structured data. For businesses clustering time-stamped data
comprising numerical and non-numerical features is important
for detecting, for example, changing or emerging customer
behavior. To support this demand, methods for automatically
finding the correct number of clusters and methods for treating
non-numerical data are required.
Information fusion, question answering, search, and text
mining: Fuzzy methods need to focus more on unstructured
and semi-structured data, i.e. simple text and text with markup (like XML, etc.). We are already beginning to see fuzzy
methods that allow the combination of different information
hierarchies [31] or fuzzy grammars [32] that are applicable
to the classification of text. These methods are important for
managing the ever-faster growing body of documents, e-mails,
images, music, videos etc. that we insist on storing on our
hard drives, in business databases, or on the Internet (“digital
obesity” [33]). Businesses need these methods to analyse customer communications and to web-enable consumer-oriented
business processes. The future search engine that will replace
Google will have to have the ability of identifying documents
that actually answer a particular question instead of simply

For businesses it is a strategic issue to discover new information and using it before others do. This requires the ability
to detect, assess and respond to new trends and events rapidly
and intelligently. The main goal of data mining is to find
information in data that is interesting, novel and potentially
useful [16]. This definition suggests some element of “surprise” related to the results of a data mining process. Otherwise
the results were to be expected and therefore not really novel
and possibly less interesting. However, data mining today
is typically a goal-oriented assumption-driven activity. Data
mining software allows users to build predictive models which
in turn may lead to interesting and useful predictions. But
data mining also intrinsically assumes that the domain under
consideration is constant.
However, this assumption is typically not correct. Businesses, customer behavior, market development, etc. is in
a constant flux. The churn prediction model that I have
built today may be obsolete tomorrow because of changing
consumer attitudes or market conditions. From this perspective
the question: “Which patterns exist?” as it is answered by
state-of-the-art data mining technology, is replaced by the
question: “How do patterns change?” as described in [4] where
a framework for rule change mining is presented.
Boettcher et al. [4] describe an approach for association rule
mining on time-stamped data that looks at how association
rules change over time. They have developed measures for
describing features of trends for rule support and confidence.
By measuring steepness, recentness, reliability and inconsistency of rule trends the authors can define an interestingness
measure on the discovered rules.
The framework can continuously and automatically mine
time-stamped data. Patterns (association rules) are evaluated
against their interestingness and displayed in a ranked list. The
framework uses a fuzzy rule base to combine the four trend
measure into a single interestingness score. This approach
also allows to customize the interestingness measure to certain
domains where, for example, steep trends may be expected,
but recent trend changes are more interesting.
Like in the previous subsection fuzzy methods are here
used behind the scenes of an analytical platform to improve
its usability. Instead of browsing patterns ordered by four
abstract trend measures an intuitive single ranking criterion
is computed by a fuzzy rule base.
This framework for rule change mining represents an important trend for analytical applications. Data analysis should
become automatic and pro-active and report only interesting
novel findings. For this to work we need ways of assessing
interestingness which is an intrinsically subjective and fuzzy
concept. Fuzzy methods can play an important role in this

V. T RENDS AND O PPORTUNITIES

containing a list of keywords. Fuzzy grammars and soft
information fusion are likely to play an important role in this.
Inexact search and approximate matching approach as mentioned in Section III are also important areas where fuzzy
techniques are indispensible. Fuzzy databases are a wellstudied example, but fuzzy matching approaches are required
to extend typical search strategies as we find them in search
engines, rule mining, knowledge discovery etc.
Explanation and summarization: An important aspect
of data analysis in business environment is to represent the
results in an appropriate way. This can be done by intuitive
visualizations or by textual explanations that can be understood
by domain experts. Lack of these technologies are one of
the causes of business users applying typically only very
simple analytical tools. For example, consider trend analysis.
A domain expert may be interested in monitoring attributes
in his data to find out which display significant trends. A
typical naive approach is to fit linear regressions and to display
attributes whose slope exceed a given threshold. In reality,
what the user is probably looking for are trends that are very
steep, have changed direction recently, display a growing or
diminishing slope etc. A more sophisticated trend analyser
that generates suitable linguistic summaries would be much
more useful. An approach for generating linguistic summaries
for trends has been described by Kacprzyk et al. [26]. By
turning the approach around linguistic summaries can act as a
search language and help identifying or filtering out analysis
results. Generation of explanations or summaries is relevant in
many areas: what type of clusters have been detected, which
attributes particularly influence a prediction, what is the quality
of the data etc.
Behind the scenes: Successful projects carried out at BT’s
research center have shown that fuzzy methods can be very
useful in automating and supporting data analysis procedures.
Fuzzy methods have been used to select, configure and execute
data analysis algorithms [38] or to simplify the display of
analysis results [4]. The ever-growing demand for data analysis
in areas like business intelligence and customer relationship
management result in the necessity to make analytics available
on all levels of an enterprise. That requires integration and
automation of algorithms and simplification of user interfaces
including visualization of results. Fuzzy methods can play an
important role in this area.
Knowledge Fusion: Most analytical projects will not be
successful without the application of domain knowledge which
is often incomplete and vague. Domain knowledge guides
the analysis process and filters out interesting results from
uninteresting ones. Analysis results themselves add to the body
of knowledge which must be appropriately updated or revised.
Analysis results can be inconclusive, incomplete, unreliable
etc. and these phenomena need to be taken into account. It is
a business reality that data cannot always be aggregated into a
data warehouse before it can be analysed. Data stream mining
and distributed data mining will become more important which
means methods for fusing analysis results will be required.
Both fuzzy and probabilistic methods are required for this type

of analytical applications. We already see implementations
emerging, for example, in the third generation telecare systems
that use distributed sensor networks and fuzzy data analysis
combined with domain knowledge to monitor the long-term
well-being of individuals requiring care [34].
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Soft computing methods are valuable assets in intelligent
data analysis. Neural networks or probabilistic graphical models have been used for some time already and found their
way into industry-standard software platforms. Fuzzy methods
have yet to follow them on this route. We have discussed
how visualisation and automation concepts can support data
analysis tasks and that fuzzy methods can play an important
role by providing them with key features like representing
similarities or heuristic expert knowledge. In addition, fuzzy
methods can provide genuine advantages in areas like approximate matching or cluster analysis.
Fuzzy data analysis research has focused a lot on simple
analytical scenarios like classification and function approximation. However, many realistic data analysis scenarios are much
more complex, like the examples from Volkswagen and BT
illustrate. While fuzzy methods are already used “behind the
scenes” to support complex analytical scenarios more research
activities should concentrate on developing fuzzy methods for
complex real-world analytics.
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